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       OFFICE OF THE CHIEF JUSTICE 

  (REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA) 

     GAUTENG LOCAL DIVISION, JOHANNESBURG 

UNOPPOSED DIVORCE ROLL FOR 16 FEBRUARY 2024. 

BEFORE THE HONOURABLE JUDGE:    MALINDI                                      JUDGE’S SECRETARY: EBuys@judiciary.org.za 

DIRECTIVES 

1. Hearings will be conducted in open court. The court room allocation will be circulated by the DJP’s secretary.  

2. The roll will proceed in terms of seniority. Counsel may introduce themselves in court as no introductions will be 

conducted in chambers. 

3. Kindly ensure that your bundle appears on CaseLines by no later than 16h00 on 13 February 2024, despite your matter 

being a CourtOnline matter. Should Malindi J not be able to access the bundle on CaseLines, your matter will not be 

entertained. 

- Parties who have difficulty bundling the CourtOnline bundle to CaseLines, kindly seek assistance from the helpdesk at office 

008 or by calling 010 493 2600 - Choose Option 2. 

mailto:Gvase@judiciary.org.za
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- All draft orders must have the Judge’s name and the correct date on it. (Before Malindi J on 16 February 2024); 

- Kindly ensure that the parties’ full names and identity numbers are captured correctly.  

- The word “draft” may be omitted from the order; 

- Counsel are to hand up 1 copy of the draft & settlement agreement in court; 

- Signed orders will be uploaded within 7 court days. 

4. Should your matter not appear on the roll, please query same with the set down office – Tel: 010 494 8578 

 

 

 PARTIES CASE NUMBER 

1. BASIL WOLF PAYNE V MAGDALENA ELISABETH WALDECK-PAYNE 

 

2019/34490 

2. MARIO JACO JORDAAN // LOUISE JORDAAN 

  

2021 / 58292 

3. GELDENHUYS, E VS GELDENHUYS, L 

  

2021/34181 

4.  PAULA ROTELY CLARK VS JAN KARSTEIN JENSEN 

 

2022/11395 

5. F VENNER,SYDNEY GEORGE VS VENNER,JULIE 2021/39483 
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6. ENGELBRECHT CJ VS ENGELBRECHT E 

  

2021/59021 

7. CLACK, DELIN vs CLACK, CHERYLISE SAGE (Born FOURIE) 

 

2021/57718 

8. MOSIMANEGAPE PHILLIP, LEEPILE vs MOSIMANEGAPE (born LEPHOTO) 

  

2022/7811 

9. RUOELE, NANCY MAMOMERE vs MSISBI, BONGANI LEONARD L 

  

2021/30305 

10. ADELA vs BEZUIDENHOUT: JACOBUS ERNST 

  

2021/55781 

11. CEARA VAN WYK (born NOORTMAN) v. JACO VAN WYK # # L151   

   

2023-102192 

12. LEEZEL MEINTJIES V. QUINTIN ANDREW MEINTJIES  

 

2023-112867 

13. KIMM LORRAINE MATSOSE V. TSHEPO MATSOSE  

 

2023-117678 
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14. KENNETH REX SMALL V. ERICA SMALL  

 

2023-086751 

15. KATHRYN CLAIRE JACKSON (NEE SEARLE) V. MICHAEL ANDREW JACKSON   2023-117703 

16. JACOBUS FREDERIK VAN STADEN V. ELIZABETH VAN STADEN  2023-017861 

17. HLENGIWE SINDISIWE NTOMBELA V. LUKHETHO SIYANQOBA MTHETHWA  

  

2023-005656  

18. ASTHER ANN MARIEMUTHOO V. KEITH MARIEMUTHOO   

 

 

2023-112777 

19. SEAH LERATO PHOLOGANE V. TSHEPO HERMAN DIALE  

 

2023-037748 

20. RAMON FESTA V. THOBILE LUNGILE DLAMINI 

  

2023-119864 

21. BEVERLEY JEAN BARENBRUG (PREVIOUSLY MANS) (BORN STEVENS) V. ROBERT ANDREW 

BARENBRUG  

 

2023-114807 
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22. NKATEKO CONSTANCE MNISI V. MOLATELO MATTHEWS MAKOBELA  

 

2023-108487 

23. MAHLATSE MAPHUPUNE MAHASHA V. NOMATHAMSANQA BOITUMELO MAQUBELA  

  

2023-114667 

24. LEJEUNE SORELLE BARTLETT (BORN ROGERS) V. MICHAEL JAMES BARTLETT  

 

2023-086016 


